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Your partner  
everY step of  
the waY
HAAGEN’s Custom Build Division 
provides fire and safety training  
systems that are designed to  
address the specific training  
requirements of each customer. 
Every training system is a 
unique project developed in line 
with your learning objectives.  
You have the concept and we 
have the solution. HAAGEN 
training systems include portable  
fire props, tow behind and  
semi-trailer based props,  
ISO container based props, 
training buildings and even  
large scale training complexes.

HAAGEN has the experience  
to help you take your project 
from concept to reality. With over 
25 years of technical and real-
world firefighting experience,  
we can ensure you achieve your  
objectives with intense and highly 
realistic scenarios designed for 
effective and efficient training. 

HAAGEN is ISO-9001 certified 
and meets the most rigorous 
local, national and international 
safety and quality standards.
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find out whY we are 
world leaders
HAAGEN has extensive experience 
in the development of full-scale fixed 
training facilities including fire training  
towers, training ships, aircraft  
simulators, industrial complexes and 
multi-structure training sites. In fact, 
HAAGEN has become the world leader 
in the design and development of multi-
disciplinary fire training campuses and 
can work with you every step of  
the way from concept to planning  
to construction.

our project-based  
approach
HAAGEN’s project-based approach  
follows a fixed process divided into 
several phases. This ensures the quality 
of the end result while at the same time 
providing enough flexibility to allow for 
the implementation of changes, even 
during the course of the project, thus 
improving the final result.

training centres completed worldwide
HAAGEN designs, develops and builds fire training systems around the world.  
The following references are just a few examples of HAAGEN custom designed 
fire training systems in use around the world. 
united Kingdom // strathclyde: 
Strathclyde Fire and Rescue, Fire and 
Rescue Training Centre 
Sheffield: South Yorkshire Fire and 
Rescue, Fire Training Building

france // monaco: Monaco Grand 
Prix, Formula 1 Car Trainer

val-d’oise: Fire Brigade, Training 
Building with PHASE2® Fire

netherlands // dordrecht: Falck 
Risc & Regional Fire Brigade Zuid-
Holland Zuid, Training complex 

belgium // brussels: Fire Brigade 
Brussels, Fire Training Building
bruges: Navy Bruges, Spill Fire Trainer

china // shanghai: Fire Brigade 
Shanghai, multi-disciplinary  
Training Centre

australia // Queensland: Navy 
Queensland, Marine Training Centre

saudi arabia // riyadh and damman: 
Civil Defense, Breathing Apparatus 
Training Gallery

call us now at 03 44 26 00 51 or 
visit www.haagen.fr to request more 
information. Find out how easy it is to 
create the complete solution to your  
fire training needs.


